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"For me, data ethics is about how you 
process data when no one is looking."

Nicolas Passadelis
Head of Data Governance

Swisscom

(one of the first Swiss companies that
introduced a data ethics framework)



• Morals (greek moralis = pertaining to manners)

• Guidelines for appropriate behavior (e.g., Ten Commandments)

• Based on certain values and principles

• Ethics (greek ethos = custom, habit, character, disposition)

• Analysis of different moral concepts (e.g., dealing with questions
like "when is lying acceptable" or "how do I behave properly?")

• A discipline of philosophy since Socrates and Aristotle

• There is not the one and only "ethical" behaviour

• The "categorical imperative" (Kant, Sermon on the Mount)

• "I ought never to act except in such a way that I could also will 
that my maxim should become a universal law."
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Definitions
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The state-owned PostFinance 
asked users accept new GTCs that
allowed them to analyze payment

transactions for providing
anonymous coupons, with the

right to opt-out

Sources: tagesanzeiger.ch, 
konsumentenschutz.ch



• PostFinance acted correctly in terms of data protection law

• It properly informed data subjects

• GTCs provided for consent, but offered an opt-out

• Fully anonymous coupons, no personal data ever disclosed

• Yet, the plan was perceived to violate data protection

• A no-go for a state-owned financial institution (at least in 2014)

• Compulsory consent in GTCs was not considered appropriate, 
even though consent was not necessary in the first place

• Issues were raised only after one media outlet attacked the plan

• The FDPIC reacted politically; its report does not pass scrutiny
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What went wrong?
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Sources: maps.google.com, searchengineland.com, theworld.org

Others sat out the
shitstorm - today 
Google Street View is
well accepted
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Sources: maps.google.com, theguardian.com



Facebook has
been less
successful ...
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• Should a bank analyze transactional data to ...

• Offer people with a presumably short life expectancy pension 
solutions designed for such cases without being asked to do so?

• No longer propose long-term mortgage loans to them?

• To submit targeted ecological funds to buyers of Birkenstocks?

• Specifically invite customers with same-sex partners to LGBTQ 
events?

• Should a bank control scripts of call center agents based on the
presumed mood of the caller that is determined by a computer
based on his or her voice?

• Should a bank obtain an opt-in for marketing activities even 
where it does not need to do so by law?
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Other examples / use cases …
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"Intuitions come first, 
strategic reasoning second."

Jonathan Haidt
American social psychologist



"Ethics"
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Two different sets of rules ...

What stakeholders
expect from you

Law
(e.g. data protection)

forbidden



• Law and ethics are not the same

• Violations of law are sanctioned by governmental intervention

• Violations of ethics are sanctioned by stakeholder displeasure

• There are many different stakeholders to consider (customers, 
employees, shareholders, politicians, authorities, society, etc.).

• Compliance with the law is not necessarily enough

• The "perceived" rules of data protection are often more important

• They may go well beyond what data protection law requires

• There is no universal rule of what is an "ethical", "fair" or 
"responsible" use of data

• Does the same apply to PostFinance as to a new online bank?
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A first conclusion



Behavior
expected from

Company B

Behavior expected
from company A
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So reality is more like this ...

Law
(e.g. data protection)

expected from all
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2012: A first take on the topic

Das Bauchgefühl im 
Datenschutz (2012)
bit.ly/3kdPnJN

People do 
not behave 
objectively



• Growing need to align data handling not only with the law, 
but also with supra-legal principles

• Many companies do not know how to deal with the challenge

• Policies on "data ethics" are often of little practical use, as
they have to be abstract in order to be generally applicable

• The same applies to papers from academia, trade groups or 
other organizations – but they do provide some guidance

• Individual ethics officers usually do not have the necessary
powers to be effective, their judgments are (too) subjective

• Ethics (unfortunately) often already is part of data protection 
compliance, but does not follow clear, objective guidelines
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2022: What we know today



• What goals does an organization want to achieve with regard
to data ethics?

• A particular image

• Recognition among a target audience

• Reduction of the legal or legislatory
intervention risks

• Be a good corporate citizen

• Promotion of certain values

• Other?

• Who are the stakeholders that are relevant for you?
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Step 1: What is your intention?

Outside view

Inside view



• Every organization needs its own data morals (ethics) 

• Typical mistakes

• Have your data ethics defined by outsiders

• Commit to abstract rules ("Don't be evil!")

• Commit to specific, practical rules

• Reword what anyway applies by law

• Better: Reverse the process!

• Develop your own ethics based on core values and use cases

• You need (1) assessment criteria, (2) an assessment procedure, 
and (3) a practice of cases decided based on them

• With this, you can assess any individual use cases that may arise
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Step 2: Define your own data ethics

www.swico.ch/ethik-charta



• According to which criteria should a use case be evaluated?

• "Gut feeling" or "social acceptability" are too fuzzy and random

• Go for specific criteria that will allow for structured decisions

• Some practical tips

• Every organization has its own focus in terms of core values 
(customers, employees, shareholders, society, etc.)

• Every organization therefore needs its own set of core values

• 5-7 principles such as "no discrimination", "benefit for 
customers", "maintain freedom of decision" will cause decisions 
to be of better quality, predictable and easier to communicate

• Aim for an appropriate selection/mix, not completeness
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Step 3: Determine criteria for evaluation
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Source: http://www.swico.ch/ethik-charta

That's 
what it's 
all about!

"Our values:
Damage prevention, 
Justice, Autonomy"

"Implementation in practice 
(procedural principles)
Control, Transparency, 
Accountability"



• Design your "ethics review" as a compliance process

• Only after a legal review of a use case if certain conditions are 
met (e.g., increased risks, use of certain techniques) 

• Use case is presented to a panel, which issues a recommendation

• Decision ultimately lies with the management ("first line")

• Written reasoning, internal publication and collection of cases

• Some practical tips

• The role of the compliance officer is to ensure a proper process
and to advise the "first line" on its use cases

• If the procedure is clearly defined and the handling of use cases
predictable, business will be much more willing to accept it
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Step 4: Define the procedure



• Who shall determine whether a particular use case is ethical? 

• Go for a group, not only one person

• Use case is to be evaluated step-by-step based on the predefined
criteria and only then assessed as a whole

• Some practical tips

• Diversity is important for getting a more objective view; also do 
not only involve the "first line" and avoid too many legals

• A structured approach will help you to limit bias and noise → the

result are higher quality, less subjective decisions

• No absentees, compulsory voting, qualified majority, secret
ballot, principle of collective responsibility → will protect group
members and result in its findings being better accepted
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Step 5: Get the right body to decide



• We cannot foresee how we will process data in the future; 
hence, there is no point in creating precise rules in advance

• The solution is a structured decision-making process, which 
aims at making value decisions that are as objective as possible

• Each organization must define its own "data ethics" so that
business can align its use cases accordingly

• Therefore, principles alone are not sufficient, but a set of use
cases that have been decided; they will result in acceptance

• Data ethics is as much a part of compliance as data protection

• This is not only about being good corporate citizens; it will help
avoiding lawmaker intervention (bad cases make bad law …)
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Conclusion
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"It is better to have high principles to follow 
than even higher ones to disregard."

Albert Schweitzer
Philosopher
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